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APRIL 19-23 Pre-Symposium Poster Session

APRIL 23 Symposium

4-4:10 p.m.  Welcome and Announcements

4:10-4:30 p.m.  Pecha Kucha Round One

4:30-4:35 p.m.  Transition to Presentations

4:35-5:35 p.m.  Individual Presentations

5:35-5:50 p.m. Break with Music by Zach Singer

5:50-6:15 p.m. Pecha Kucha Round Two

6:15-6:30 p.m. Break with Music by Marmot Ate My Boots; Voting

6:30-6:35 p.m. Awards

6:35-7:30 p.m. Keynote Address with Carolyn Finney and Q&A

agenda

#embraceyourplace
Follow the Symposium and share your thoughts 

and experiences with #embraceyourplace
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pre-symposium poster session
CONNECTING WITH COMMUNITY PARTNERS

Roots & Shoots–Origins and Continuity
Bethany Duffield, Science Teacher  
The pedagogy of Place-Based Education (PBE) and its emphasis on immersing students in the culture, landscapes and experiences where they live is 
especially important at international schools. These schools have staff and students with a wide range of backgrounds and perspectives, and offer 
remarkable possibilities for cross-cultural experiences and service learning activities. Their context also presents many challenges for implementing 
PBE, as they can be seen by both insiders and outsiders as separate from the communities they reside in. At the International School of Tanganyika in 
Dar es Salaam, a student-led service learning group rekindled a relationship with local partner Pugu Hills Nature Center through the Roots & Shoots 
program, started by Dr. Jane Goodall at the school 30 years ago. Learn more about their accomplishments in the last two years, with analysis of the 
value of building authentic and inclusive relationships with community partners on our poster.

Using the Familiar to Spark Curiosity, Deeper Understanding, and Connection to Place
Jenna Harvey, 2nd Grade Teacher–Pinedale Elementary School
For students in Pinedale, WY, seeing footprints in the snow is an everyday occurrence during the winter months, yet this familiar sight sparked a 
rich discussion among second graders that led to a conversation with a local expert and a student-led investigation of what might be living in their 
schoolyard. This case study will explore how a simple phenomenon from right outside the classroom door can lead to deeper connection to place and 
a greater understanding of science concepts happening all around us.

Collaborative Learning Gardens:  
Establishing Community Connections between UND’s College of Education and Human Development and Valley Middle School
Julie Robinson, Joshua Hunter, Jared Schlenker, Jenny Bladow, Jodi Dodson: University of North Dakota faculty and Valley Middle School administrator
Leveraging an existing community connection with Valley Middle School in Grand Forks, North Dakota and the University of North Dakota’s College 
of Education and Human Development, sixth grade students, teachers, faculty, and pre-service teachers plan to repurpose a vacant campus lot into 
a shared learning garden. This project evolved through conversations held between UND’s Innovation Task Force and local school leaders to foster 
impactful, outdoor learning for middle school and university students and the Grand Forks community. A primary goal of the project is reshaping the 
future of education for UND’s teacher preparation program to incorporate place-based education.

Community as School: The Power of Collective Community Action
Joe Petrick, Senior Program Officer, Alumbra Innovations Foundation; Anna Luhrmann, Director of Education Jackson Hole Children’s Museum;  
BriAnna Karn,Recreation Programmer, Teton County Parks and Recreation; Mandy Crane, Education
Learn how the Systems of Education (SOE) network has brought together more than 30 organizations in Jackson, Wyoming to provide in-person 
learning on no-school days for 200 students each Friday. Explore how large scale collective community action can bring place-based solutions to 
complex community needs and opportunities beyond the pandemic.

MA 4th and 5th graders investigate Wildlife-Vehicle Collisions
Bari Bucholz, Mountain Academy of Teton Science Schools
Attendees will learn how this story begins and ends with students. This project started by students having concerns for wildlife struck by vehicles 
on local roadways. They came up with ideas for what they could to help and quickly realized they could look to the community for support. They 
wanted to make a difference and they did!
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pre-symposium poster session
CONNECTING WITH COMMUNITY PARTNERS

Developing Community Partners For Authentic And Values-Based Educational Experience
Kuenzang Gyeltshen; Tshering Dorji; Kesang Wangmo; Dorji S.; Purna B.S.; Sonam Gyeltshen; Sonam Zangmo; and Sangay Tshering, Samtse College of 
Education, Bhutan 
Educators from Samtse College of Education share how they have worked to develop community partnerships across campus, local, and regional 
scales. Authentic connections have led to new opportunities for students to explore content and deepen values-based learning.

NEX- Newport Experience Summer Camp
Josie A Michaud, Director of Instruction- FabNewport 
This poster will illustrate the web of partnerships forged by NEX Summer Camps and give some ideas on how to build partnerships between 
teachers, local organizations, students, and community representatives to design and facilitate learning experiences for young people.

Infectious Disease Project
Matthew Mitchell and Sam Hecklau, Teachers at Mountain River School 
Follow the progression of this innovative place-based study of infectious disease.  See how students used  primary and secondary resources to 
explore infectious disease throughout history and utilized video-conference interviews with experts in both medical and legislative fields. Learn 
more about our “spring quarantine” artistic reflection in collaboration with the Brookline Library Institute, and how we designed an outdoor tag 
game based on the dynamics of infectious disease.
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EMPOWERING YOUNG LEADERS

pre-symposium poster session
Where Do The Leaves Go? A Place-Based Education Mystery
Jackie Wells, 5th Grade Teacher Douglas Upper Elementary 
Come learn how to use your community and surroundings to generate a phenomenon, how to increase student engagement, make a lesson student 
centered, and find ways to show students how what is happening can connect worldwide. Read how to empower student leaders through Place 
Based Education with this real-world application that fostered students to take charge of their learning.

Forensic Engineering
Melody Bergquist, Converse County School District
This poster will provide a brief background, history, and examples of forensic engineering. It will also include a detailed description of a forensic 
engineering lesson plan, with pictures from its implementation. Also provided will be additions and extensions. Finally, the poster will include a 
reflection on how tying this lesson to observable phenomenon enhanced the learning for the students.

The Ascent to Yosemite: Footsteps and Footprints
Ryan King, Science teacher, Ruch Outdoor Community School
What started as a bold idea in October 2018 became a memorable reality for 8th grade students at Ruch Outdoor Community School: a multi-day 
excursion to Yosemite National Park and northern California. Students were responsible for the bulk of trip preparations, and this poster will outline 
how to replicate similar field experiences in other school settings.

Designing Towards Educational Reform - Building Opportunities For Critical Thinking At A Bhutanese College Of Education
Kinley; Chenga Dorji; Sapna Thapa, Samtse College of Education, Bhutan
The Kingdom of Bhutan is currently striving towards a vision of educational reform aimed at (among other topics) improving the critical thinking 
abilities of the nation’s students. In this poster, educators from Samtse College of Education share how their project-based approaches using design 
thinking are working to build student capacity and confidence in the critical thinking process.
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REBUILDING WITH EQUITY

pre-symposium poster session
COVID-19 Shifts: Distance Teaching & Near Nature Learning Opportunities
Sandy Benton, Co-founder and Coach at Edventures 
COVID-19 brought in-person place-based professional learning and coaching offerings to a screeching halt. Find out how FIELD Edventures is 
transforming the learning landscape for teachers, community partners, schools, and students through an assets-based approach to using students’ 
and educators’ near nature as a context for meaningful and authentic learning.

Accurate, Age-Appropriate, and Sensitive:  
Reconsidering how to teach social studies core in a place-based manor in partnership with the Shoshone Tribe
Emma Mecham, Eric Newell, Shannon Rhodes, Mandy Seifert: Edith Bowen Laboratory School
We reconsidered, redesigned, and piloted a place-based approach to teaching the social studies curriculum in partnership with a representative 
of the Shoshone Tribe at the Bear River Massacre Historical Site in southeastern Idaho. Traditions of teaching curriculum with textbook and other 
commercially readily available resources further reify the colonizing discourses of Eurocentric history teaching. This poster details the why and how 
of our efforts to develop place-based historical thinking skills and contribute to antiracist education in the classroom.

Winter Adaptations and Natural Selection: A Winter Perfect Bigfoot
Mark Roy, Middle School Science Teacher, Fort Washakie School  
The Pandemic gave one educator the motivation to replace the district curriculum’s phenomena and activities with something more relevant to 
a child on the Wind River Reservation, and to move kids outside to do science in their backyards. The lesson sought to expose students to local 
manifestations of Disciplinary Core Ideas, to engage them in science practices through journaling, and to develop structure/function and cause/effect 
as lenses for viewing living things in the winter. The poster presents an argument that Culture is an essential element of Place and should be seen as 
a Cross-cutting Concept in Science Education.

Uncovering Stories of Place: A foundational investigation of community for place-based educators
Amy Lorenz & Leslie Cook: Faculty & Senior Director of Educator Development, Teacher Learning Center of TSS   
A transition to virtual programs brought an opportunity to professional learning - developing a new seven-week introduction to PBE course for 
educators with three goals: deepen their own connections to place through community-based investigations, engage/collaborate with a network 
of other place-based educators, and develop a place-based learning experience for their students. As a part of this program, teachers engage in 
weekly community-based assignments and discussions to explore the complexities of place, beginning with a foundational investigation to “Uncover 
Stories of Place” about a non-dominant group in their community. Learn about some of the stories that teachers uncovered, personal reflections, and 
applications with their students. 

PB Ecoliteracy - Linking Buildings, Ecology, Culture and Economy
Deborah Sigler, Program Coordinator Education and Outreach, University of Washington Center for Integrated Design 
Through the lenses of ecology, economy and culture students will select and learn to “read” their own unique Place. In this unit, the built environment 
is a proxy for Place. Students will have the opportunity to use their community as their classroom. This will include touring Seattle’s Bullitt Center, 
the most sustainable commercial office building in the world. As an example of regenerative architecture, students will learn how the Bullitt Center’s 
ecological design and high performance architecture abides by the same principles that govern the natural world and thus helped restore the site and 
change the culture in and around Seattle. 
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FINDING HOPE & UNDERSTANDING

pre-symposium poster session
Paint It Out
Allie Cunningham, Kindergarten Teacher 
Paint It Out is about addressing the ACEs and Social Emotional development through art mediums. Attendees will learn how to utilize books, art, and 
meditation for social emotional development.

TSS AmeriCorps During the Covid-19 Pandemic
Mary Arnold & Kiki Stewart, Teton Science Schools (TSS) AmeriCorps members current and past
Traditionally, TSS Americorps members have taken an immersive dive into the culture, ecology and economy of Jackson through field education 
teaching and service with community non-profits. During the times of the COVID-19 pandemic, TSS’s Americorps field education residential program 
has not occurred. Instead, since summer 2020, three cohorts of young adult Americorps volunteers have served virtually, each partnering with a 
different community non-profit to address the many new challenges that exist today.

Using Inquiry To Uncover The Opportunities And Challenges At A Bhutanese College Of Education
Sonam Daker; Yangdon; Kezang Choden; Ugyen Pem; Bijoy Hangmo; Karma Uthra; B.B. Mongar; Pema Drukpa; Tshering Om Tamang; Ramesh Chetri; 
Kinley Seden; Bhupen, Samtse College of Education, Bhutan 
Educators from Samtse College of Education share how they have grounded their teaching through an inquiry-based approach. This poster details 
examples of inquiry across multiple disciplines, providing reflections from both educators and students on the ways in which inquiry can facilitate 
exploration into complex challenges and opportunities within a Bhutanese community. 

What does art have to do with “Making a Difference?” A look into how we perceive local arts organizations through a student lens.
Michael Holohan, Studio Art teacher at The St. Michael School of Clayton Missouri
Students are anxious to make a difference in the world. Place Based Education provides an opportunity to weave together that desire with nonprofit 
community agencies striving to heal the world through artistic expression. This poster will follow a group of students in their inquiry with grass roots 
community arts organizations. What results is a learning community. The poster depicts students and faculty on a journey in 2019-2020 to explore 
ways community members engage the arts to understand and to heal. The context is The St. Michael School of Clayton, Missouri, a school in long 
term relationship with Reggio Children.
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individual presentations
Connecting with 

Community Partners
Empowering  

Young Leaders
Rebuilding with Equity

Finding Hope &  
Understanding

Emerging Themes 
in PBE

4:35-4:50 p.m.

Cultivating the Genius of 
Place: Bringing Youth and 
their Communities Back 
Life through Biomimicry 
Daniel Kinzer

Art And Empowerment In 
Place Based Education 
Mary Oliver and  
Hannah Black

STEM Teaching Tool: 
Practicing Intersectional 
Environmentalism 
Laura Brown,  
Christina Guevara, Rae Han, 
Déana Scipio

Land + Scape + Water + 
Color 
Allison Parker, Teal Gardner, 
and Sara Ziegler

Supporting Student Agency 
and Our Rural Communities 
with Technology 
Jessica Brogley

4:50-5:05 p.m.

Creating the American 
Prairie Field School 
Mary Sellars and Molly Ward

‘Āina-Based Education to 
Community Leader 
Phillippe Rivera Fernandez-
Brennan, Kristi Desuacido, & 
Kaleilehua Carrillo

Building culturally 
responsive educators: A 
framework 
Aaron Nydam & Julia 
Spencer

Wide Open: using high 
school students to teach 
adult learners in recovery 
programs how to read 
Alex Campbell

Using Place-based 
Instruction in the Human 
Communication Classroom 
Jerry Lee Miller

5:05-5:20 p.m.

Community Partnerships 
for Invasive Weed 
Biocontrol Service-Learning 
Shannon Rhodes and  
Eric Newell

Performative-based 
assessment in an 
International Baccalaureate 
Spanish classroom  
Emerson Peek

Children’s Grand Virtual 
Adventure: The Power of 
Potential
Joe Petrick, Kendall Peacock, 
Kevin Taylor, Stacey Kayem

Approaching place-based 
education through the lens 
of nature-based and Reggio 
Emilia practices 
Erin Solomon and  
Paige Fisher

Hunting, Foraging, and 
Fishing as Place-based 
Learning: On Diverse Paths 
into Relationship with the 
More-than-Human World 
Joel Pontius

5:20-5:35 p.m.

Remote Service Leads to 
Greater Community Impact 
Wyatt Klipa and Kendall 
Peacock

Connecting Girls to 
Themselves, the Land, and 
the Community 
Shannon Lukz,  
Emily Felderman,  
Margaret Juergens

Visuals for the Voiceless 
Kali Oyen, Jeanna Rupnow, 
Rea Kirk

Learning in your place.  A 
Place-based approach to 
virtual learning 
Brian Earls

Decolonizing Aldo Leopold’s 
“Land Ethic” 
Kevin Krasnow
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individual presentations
CONNECTING WITH COMMUNITY PARTNERS

Community Partnerships for Invasive Weed Biocontrol Service-Learning
Shannon Rhodes, Teacher, Edith Bowen Laboratory School 
Eric Newell, Teacher, Edith Bowen Laboratory School
The place-based education partnership Edith Bowen Laboratory School has developed with Hardware Ranch Elk Refuge, the Division of Wildlife 
Resources, and the Cache County Weed Department allows students to use tools to gather data, make decisions about releasing biocontrol weevils, 
and work side by side with wildlife biologists in the field. Walk away with ideas to engage students with service learning in collaboration with state 
and local land agencies.

Creating the American Prairie Field School
Mary Sellars,Instructor 
Molly Ward, Education Director, Montana Outdoor Science School
The American Prairie Field School, a place-based education program on and about shortgrass prairie ecosystems, is the result of a partnership 
between Montana Outdoor Science School (MOSS) and the American Prairie Reserve (APR). This project and partnership has been challenged not 
only by the pandemic, but also political tensions surrounding the conservation of prairie lands. The presentation discusses innovative methods in 
overcoming both challenges and opens the floor to dialogue about how to approach challenging community connections in rural locations.

Cultivating the Genius of Place: Bringing Youth and their Communities Back Life through Biomimicry
Daniel Kinzer, Founder, Expedition Crew at Pacific Blue Studios
All of our young people are growing up in, and contributing to, the Genius of their Places - the unique combination of ecological and cultural 
brilliance that lives everywhere we find Life. The Genius of Place project has been working with small teams of youth, in partnership with several key 
community stakeholders and organizations, to remember, connect with and amplify the Genius of their Places. Using biomimicry as a framework for 
place-based design and systems thinking, and as a method for reconnecting with Nature and Place, youth are co-creating innovative solutions and 
responses to social and ecological challenges in Hawai’i and beyond.

Remote Service Leads to Greater Community Impact
Kendall Peacock, Field Education Faculty, TSS  
Wyatt Klipa, Americorps Program Mentor, TSS
AmeriCorps members have been in service at TSS for the last 12 years. The pandemic changed the nature of that service and surprisingly led to 
greater community impact than ever before by leveraging the skill and time of members who are not physically a part of this community. This 
presentation shares details of how Place-based Education led to greater community and partner connection for remote service members while still 
striving to understand the inherent privilege in service.
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individual presentations
EMPOWERING YOUNG LEADERS

Art and Empowerment in Place Based Education
Mary Oliver, Lead Instructor, Teton Science Schools 
Hannah Black, Educator, Jackson Hole Children’s Museum
Hannah Black and Mary Oliver examine how several educational organizations in Jackson Hole use art-based curriculum to empower youth to 
express their identities and deepen their relationship to place. Using this lens to teach place-based education and S.T.E.A.M. accesses more ways of 
learning and expands student pride, agency, and science literacy. The presenters hope to provide tools and examples for educators to use art as an 
avenue for cross curricular educational connections.

‘Āina-Based Education to Community Leader
Phillippe Rivera Fernandez-Brennan, Kristi Desuacido, & Kaleilehua Carrillo: PhD students, University of Hawaii at Manoa, charter school teachers, 
cultural practitioner
An education based in place, practices, and culture helps Hawaiian students build indigenous identity and agency through connections with 
kūpuna (elders), local community organizations, and place. Ancestral knowledge can forge a path that develops engaged youth, active leaders, and 
community participants for the purpose of healing and empowering that place, families, community, and the students themselves.

Performative-based assessment in an International Baccalaureate Spanish classroom
Emerson Peek, Upper School Spanish Faculty, Mountain Academy of Teton Science Schools
How can language teachers draw on the principles of place-based education and project-based learning to facilitate authentic, student-driven 
learning experiences? This presentation will showcase three projects that were designed and carried out by 11th and 12th grade Spanish students at 
Mountain Academy of Teton Science Schools. Highlighted areas will include the meaning of performative assessment, ways to set up personalized 
learning pathways and reflections on integrating your schools’ educational values with language-learning standards.

Connecting Girls to the Themselves, the Land, and the Community
Shannon Lukz, Emily Felderman, Margaret Juergens: Fourth Grade Power & Purpose Team, Laurel School
Join us to learn about a placed-based program that provides space for girls to develop a deeper understanding of themselves, a connection to one 
another, and an appreciation for the land. Topics will include strategies for creating brave spaces through building community, providing purpose 
through stewardship contributions, and highlighting interdependence. Personal growth strategies such as mindfulness, cultural awareness, 
perspectives, and leadership will be equally emphasized.
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individual presentations
REBUILDING WITH EQUITY

Building culturally responsive educators: A framework
Aaron Nydam & Julia Spencer, Teton Science Schools
How do we best train prospective educators toward culturally responsiveness in order to serve a diversity of students? Intentions and Imperfections in 
the TSS Graduate Program.

STEM Teaching Tool: Practicing Intersectional Environmentalism
Laura Brown, Urban School Programs Teacher Educator, Islandwood 
Christina Guevara, Ph.D. Student, Learning Sciences and Human Development, University of Washington 
Rae Han, Ph.D. Student, Learning Sciences and Human Development, University of Washington 
Dr. Déana Scipio, Director of Education for Environment and Community Graduate Program, IslandWood
Drawing on the scholarship and activism of BIPOC leaders in the environmental justice movement, this presentation will guide audience members 
through a STEM Teaching Tool developed with the University of Washington’s Institute for Science + Math Education, titled, “How can environmental 
educators practice intersectional environmentalism?” The Teaching Tool emphasizes the importance of foregrounding the diverse ways that BIPOC’s lived 
experiences, community practices, adaptive resilience, and social justice movements can undergird environmentalism. Presenters will discuss an overview 
of the issue, concepts to consider, recommended actions, and why it matters for educators, organizational leaders, board members and philanthropists.

Children’s Grand Virtual Adventure: The Power of Potential
Joe Petrick, Senior Program Officer, Alumbra Innovations Foundation; Kendall Peacock, Faculty, TSS; Kevin Taylor, Lead Faculty Wildlife Expeditions; 
Stacey Kayem, Founder and Executive Director, Children’s Grand Adventure
The world would be a better place if all Zoom meetings included a moose! Children’s Grand Adventure and Teton Science Schools adapted to the 
pandemic by bringing our special place lab, Grand Teton National Park, into the hospital rooms of cancer survivors. Learn how this innovative 
collaboration has broken through the Zoom screen to have participants experience the power of potential.

Visuals for the Voiceless
Kali Oyen, student with special education/inclusion minor at the University of Wisconsin - Platteville 
Jeanna Rupnow, student with special education/inclusion minor at the University of Wisconsin - Platteville 
Rea Kirk, Professor, special education at the University of Wisconsin - Platteville 
Two empowered young leaders who have given a voice to the voiceless (individuals who are non-verbal) through PBE and PBL. Over four counties 
reached, with a major fundraising effort to design and implement the use of communication boards on school playgrounds and town parks. Attendees 
will learn how to implement PBE and PBL while promoting authentic partnerships to carry out this simple but life-changing project.
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individual presentations
FINDING HOPE & UNDERSTANDING

Wide Open: using high school students to teach adult learners in recovery programs how to read
Alex Campbell, Teacher and Project-Based Learning Coordinator
Learn what happens when a local addiction recovery program asks high school students to help their residents learn to read and write. Leave with the 
encouragement to find problems and opportunities in your own community, work with community partners, and allow students to take control of not 
only their own education, but those of others that the traditional education system fails to create a better community for all.

Approaching place-based education through the lens of nature-based and Reggio Emilia practices
Erin K Solomon, Head of Early Childhood for TSS 
Paige Fisher, Preschool Faculty and Spanish Teacher, TSS
In an abbreviated format, learn how preschool faculty at Mountain Academy achieve excellence in place-based education through the lens of Nature-
Based and Reggio Emilia practices. Learn how faculty inspire curiosity, engagement, and leadership with our youngest children and why they are 
motivated to use place-based education in our program.

Land + Scape + Water + Color
Allison Parker, Lab51 Co-Director 
Teal Gardner, One Stone coach 
Sara Ziegler, One Stone student
One Stone’s Lab51 is a student-driven, tuition-free, independent high school in Boise, ID. In this presentation, a student and two coaches from One 
Stone will share how they found hope and understanding during the pandemic in a learning opportunity combining ecology, field science, art, and 
writing in their study of the Boise River watershed. Learn about their unique approach to place-based education and gain insights into how to create 
similar empathy-driven, interdisciplinary learning opportunities at your organization.

Learning in your place: A Place-based approach to virtual learning
Brian Earls, Columbia Public Schools, Fairview, 5th Grade 
When students became hooked on an owl nest in a classmates back yard, it turned an unimaginable year into an amazing learning experience. This 
presentation looks at approaching place-based learning though virtual instruction and getting students and families involved in learning about the 
places where they live. Turning an unimaginable year into an amazing learning experience.
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individual presentations
EMERGING THEMES IN PLACE-BASED EDUCATION

Supporting Student Agency and Our Rural Communities with Technology
Jessica Brogley, University of Wisconsin Platteville  
In this presentation you’ll hear how the pre-service teachers in the School of Education at the University of Wisconsin - Platteville leveraged 
technology and collaboration to support their community.

Using Place-based Instruction in the Human Communication Classroom 
Jerry Lee Miller, Professor and Ohio Fellows Faculty Mentor, School of Communication Studies, Ohio University
Cultivating town and gown relationships is in the interest of all members of the university community--students and year-round citizens. Faculty 
teaching in the communication discipline are uniquely positioned to bridge the divide between these two populations, creating an environment in 
which students move theory to practice while learning from their neighbors and the place in which they live. From organizing experiential-learning 
opportunities in which students work with local non-profits to accomplish mutually agreed upon goals to privileging place when selecting speech or 
essay topics, place-based instruction, even with one lesson plan, can equip students with life-long skills navigate and life’s challenges while creating 
a more intentional culture that is “just, vibrant, and sustainable.” This session explores the integration of place-based instruction as a complement to 
the theories and skills fundamental in an Introductory Course in Human Communication. 

Hunting, Foraging, and Fishing as Place-based Learning: On Diverse Paths into Relationship with the More-than-Human World 
Joel Pontius, Associate Professor of Sustainability & Environmental Education; Director of Sustainability Leadership Semester, Goshen College 
In this presentation, participants will consider hunting, foraging, and fishing for food as unique forms of place-based learning. Examples will be 
shared from the recent book Place-based Learning for the Plate, edited by Joel Pontius, David Greenwood, and Michael Mueller, which features 
narratives from diverse place-based educators who use these practices in their teaching and learning. Narratives from elementary, undergraduate 
and graduate level place-based programs will be shared.

Decolonizing Aldo Leopold’s “Land Ethic” 
Kevin Krasnow, Graduate and Research Faculty - Teton Science Schools 
Aldo Leopold’s writing about the need for a “Land Ethic” assumes that humans have not yet created an “ethic dealing with man’s relation to land and 
the animals and plants...” Yet, what we know about indigenous cultural beliefs flies in the face of Leopold’s claims. What did Leopold miss, and how 
can we find a more inclusive and historically accurate way forward?
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pecha kuchas
ROUND 1: LIVE

Rising Educators: Empowering the Future of Place-Based Education
Kendall Peacock, Faculty, TSS; Megan Kholi, Branch Chief of Youth, Community and 
Volunteer Engagement, Grand Teton National Park; Luxianna Watkins, Winter  
Education Associate, Grand Teton National Park; Joe Petrick, Senior Program  
Officer, Alumbra Innovations Foundation
In Jackson, Wyoming the pandemic has created a great need for out-of-school 
enrichment programs for middle and high school students while also creating a 
staffing shortage for the organizations depended upon to address this need. Learn 
how Systems of Education has turned these challenges into an opportunity to 
empower and employ Latinx youth, diversify staff and expand program capacity.

My first year in the classroom: Reflections on challenges and resilience during 
the pandemic
Ben Rossetter, Middle School Math Faculty, Mountain Academy of  
Teton Science Schools
A year ago, our lives were upended. This is a reflection of the challenges and 
moments of joy transitioning from being a field educator to a middle school 
math teacher, and the project-based math experiences that emerged from a 
connection to place.

Our Next 125 Years 
Leslie Segal, Director of the Middle School, Laurel School
As part of our school’s 125th birthday celebrations, Sixth Graders inspected 
cultural artifacts around the building, decoding and analyzing messages created 
by and celebrated by our school. Next, Sixth Graders made project choices to 
move our school toward greater equity and inclusion.

Making connections, Developing empathy: Art in the Field 
Lisa Saunderson, Art Teacher at Edith Bowen Lab School 
Engaging students with place creates awareness through making observations, 
asking questions, and making connections to the varied stories belonging to the 
land. Art is a powerful catalyst to process and express empathetic responses to 
place-based experiences across the curriculum.

ROUND 2: PRERECORDED

Rite of Passage during a pandemic 
Kevin Taylor, Lead Faculty with Wildlife Expeditions of Teton Science Schools
Last Spring was the 15th year of Mountain Academy’s 8th Grade Capstone Rite 
of Passage. It was modified to allow for Covid-19 lockdown, and had powerful 
outcomes during a time when everyone could benefit from the process of 
getting to know more about oneself and one’s role in the Community.

Placed Based Stewardship: Monitoring for solitude on your wildlands
Peggie DePasquale, Associate Director: Wyoming Wilderness Association
A strong connection to a place often occurs from a meaningful learning 
experience about or within that place. Wyoming Wilderness Association facilitates 
connections to the wild places that they work to protect through the facilitation 
of solitude monitoring, a citizen science stewardship project that is occurring in 
partnership with the U.S. Forest Service and other community partners.

On Site Placed-based Outdoor Education 
Hannah Borgerson, Ruch Outdoor Community School, Rural Schools Coordinator
This presentation will discuss placed-based, outdoor education practices that 
teachers can use on their own school site. In a year where COVID has impacted 
in person learning in classrooms, outdoor learning spaces have been viewed as 
safe alternatives. Those who attend this presentation will learn how place based 
education is being used to enhance learning on school campuses.

Urban Family Gardening for Tranquility 
Ashleigh Klingman, Environmental Educator, Hacienda Tranquila Galápagos 
How can native plants enhance our gardens and lives while inspiring us to 
adapt to these ever changing times? Through our Urban Family Gardening for 
Tranquility project, we have motivated a team of local elementary teachers 
and their student families to plant for self sufficiency and conservation while 
learning about our natural and human history. Attendees will learn how this 
project incorporated the six PBE principles, serving as a case study that could 
inspire their next project.

Playful and Place-full Early STEM 
Erin Tanzer, Adjunct Instructor for the Department of Early Childhood and Special 
Education, College of Education, Boise State University, and the Early Childhood 
Education Program, College of Southern Idaho. (TSS alum and ‘In Mud’ presenter) 
By demystifying “STEM” and approaching it with exploration, play, and wonder, 
we can help young children create deeper connections to their communities and 
the natural world. This presentation shares how early childhood educators are 
deepening “sense of place” connections for toddler to preschool age children in 
a variety of settings with loose parts, place-based design principles, STEM tools 
and techniques, and risky play.
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keynote speaker

Three Steps: Black Faces, White Spaces & Playing the Long Game

CAROLYN FINNEY, PHD is a storyteller, author and a cultural geographer. 
She is deeply interested in issues related to identity, difference, creativity, 
and resilience. Carolyn is grounded in both artistic and intellectual ways of 
knowing–she pursued an acting career for eleven years, but five years of 
backpacking trips through Africa and Asia, and living in Nepal changed the 
course of her life. 

Motivated by these experiences, Carolyn returned to school after a 15-
year absence to complete a B.A., M.A. (gender and environmental issues 
in Kenya and Nepal) and a Ph.D. (where she was a Fulbright and a Canon 
National Science Scholar Fellow). Along with public speaking, writing, media 
engagements, consulting & teaching, she served on the U.S. National Parks 
Advisory Board for eight years. 

Her first book, Black Faces, White Spaces: Reimagining the Relationship 
of African Americans to the Great Outdoors was released in 2014. Recent 
publications include Self-Evident: Reflections on the Invisibility of Black Bodies 
in Environmental Histories (BESIDE Magazine, Montreal Spring 2020), and The 
Perils of Being Black in Public: We are all Christian Cooper and George Floyd 
(The Guardian, June 3rd 2020). 

She is currently working on a performance piece about John Muir (The N 
Word: Nature Revisited) and is the new columnist at the Earth Island Journal 
while doing a two-year residency in the Franklin Environmental Center at 
Middlebury College as the Environmental Studies Professor of Practice.
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